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Show of hands
• How many of you take care of patients with chronic/persistent pain and 

have prescribed opioids?

• Who is worried about contributing to the opioid epidemic?

• Who is comfortable making a diagnosis of Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) in 
patients taking long-term opioid therapy?

• Once a diagnosis of OUD is reached, who is confident treating OUD and/or 
referring for treatment



Objectives

• Understand more about how pain and long term opioid therapy (LTOT) change 
the brain

• Understand more about how these changes in the brain drive behavior and 
make diagnosis of substance use disorder challenging

• Review scope of the opioid epidemic and concrete ways you can save lives
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Do Opioids Work for Chronic Pain?

• Insufficient evidence for long-term effectiveness - No study of opioid therapy vs no 
opioid therapy evaluated long-term (>1 year) outcomes related to pain, function, 
quality of life, opioid abuse or addiction.

• Nonopioids and opioids had similar benefits for moderate to severe chronic back 
pain or knee or hip osteoarthritis pain, but nonopioids had fewer adverse 
treatment-related symptoms.

• Krebs EE, Gravely A, Nugent S, et al. Effect of opioid vs nonopioid medications on pain-related function in patients with chronic back pain or hip or knee 
osteoarthritis pain: the SPACE randomized clinical trial. JAMA. 2018;319:872-82.

• Opioids improve chronic noncancer pain more than placebo, but important pain 
reduction over the long term is unlikely.

• Busse JW, Wang L, Kamaleldin M, et al. Opioids for chronic noncancer pain: a systematic review and meta-analysis. JAMA. 2018;320:2448-60 Insufficient 
evidence for long-term effectiveness - No study of opioid therapy vs no opioid therapy evaluated long-term (>1 year) outcomes related to pain, function, 
quality of life, opioid abuse or addiction.
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From 1999 to 2016, more than 

200,000 people died in the United 

States from overdoses related to 

prescription opioids. 

Every day, more than 1,000 

people are treated in emergency 

departments for misusing 

prescription opioids, and

more than 46 people die from 

prescription opioid overdoses.



Unintentional opioid overdose increases exponentially at 
morphine equivalent doses > 50 mg/day
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Pain Changes the Brain

• “Gliopathic” Pain Generation

• What Happens:

• Chronic overstimulation of nociceptive neurons leads to CNS remodeling via neuroplasticity. 

• Sessile microglial cells respond to high-level neuronal stimulation and become activated. 

• This activation becomes the signal for neuronal destruction. 

• Bottom Line: Persistent pain physically restructures the brain, and transforms the brain’s 
perception of the body. 



• Opioids bind to several sub-sets of receptors in the Brain and 
Spinal Cord.

• Mu- Receptor   Primary analgesic pathway

• Kappa- Receptor  Primary hyperalgesia/tolerance

• Sigma-Receptor  Secondary analgesic pathway

• Delta-Receptor  Accessory pathway

• Tolerance and hyperalgesia immediately begin with the first dose 
of opioid. 

• G-protein linked Ca/Mg channel hyper-polarization

• Receptor down-regulation

Opioids change the brain and spinal cord



The importance of understanding
tolerance/dependence



• Refers to the physiologic state of requiring the presence of opioids in order to 
maintain homeostasis of CNS dopamine levels. 

• Withdrawal is the hallmark of “Opioid deficiency” in the setting of physiologic 
dependency. 

• Severe emotional distress, Depression/Anxiety

• Autonomic Instability

• Sweating, tremor, diarrhea, mydriasis, excessive tearing and 
rhinorrhea. 

• PAWS “Post-acute withdrawal” symptoms persist for months. 

• Deeply Traumatic experience

What is Opioid Dependence?



The importance of understanding 
tolerance/dependence

Considering the Therapeutic Window

Opioid 

“Comfort” 

Zone

Considerations:     Analgesia    vs.     Withdrawal Avoidance



• Occurs as a potentially novel and unique experience 
for each patient with each exposure. 

• Opioid analgesic  Mid-brain dopamine 
release

• The SAME Survival-Based 
Reward/Reinforcement pathway that leads 
to addictive drive/behavior. 

• The human midbrain is tasked with 
integrating the ‘intensity’ of the pain signal 
with the ‘intensity’ of the analgesic signal. 

Mismatch = Euphoria or Inadequate Analgesia 

The “experience” of opioid analgesia



• Phenomenon that is different from opioid tolerance. 

• Evolution of CNS to yield increased sensitivity to historically non-noxious stimuli. 
(allodynia)

• Mechanism- NMDA receptor activation by opioids directly and indirectly via multiple 
membrane complexes. 

• May be antagonized by NMDA-R antagonists

• Ketamine, dextromethorphan

• Methadone has inherent NMDA-R antagonist properties

• Buprenorphine is a potent Kappa receptor antagonist

• If opioids are making pain worse, more opioids are not the answer

What is Opioid Hyperalgesia?



Opiate induced hyperkatifeia

• Neuroadaptation in brain reward systems which parallels opiate hyperalgesia and may 
indicate a transition to addiction vulnerability.

• Opiate misuse in the context of pain management produces a hypersensitivity to 
emotional distress. 
• Mood changes linked directly to opiate therapy in the setting of a pain diagnosis. 

• Continuous engagement of opponent processes leads to destabilization of 
homeostasis. 
• Analgesia vs. ‘treatment of underling emotional state.’

• Pre-existing emotional state vs. one induced by the reward experience.

Shurman, J.  et. al, Pain Medicine 2010;11: 1092-1098



Manhapra A, Arias AJ, Ballantyne JC. The conundrum of opioid tapering in long-term opioid therapy for 
chronic pain: A commentary [published online ahead of print, 2017 Sep 20]. Subst Abus. 2017;1–10



Manhapra A, Arias AJ, Ballantyne JC. The conundrum of opioid tapering in long-term opioid therapy for chronic pain: 
A commentary [published online ahead of print, 2017 Sep 20]. Subst Abus. 2017;1–10



Opiate HYPERKATIFEIA

• OVER TIME……



© TimeWarner Publishing-2015
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The risk of addiction increases at higher doses 
prescribed over longer periods of time



Dependence vs Addiction

Physical 
Dependence

Tolerance

Physiologic adaptations 
to chronic opioid therapy

Addiction

Maladaptive behavior 
associated with opioid misuse

Savage SR, et al. J Pain Symptom Manage. 2003 Jul;26(1):655-67.

• Salience: The quality of being particularly 
noticeable, important, or prominent

• Salience in the setting of pain:

Analgesia  Fundamentally emotional 
dissociation from the experience of physical 
distress.

-What about medication induced 
euphoria/reinforcement?

-What about therapeutic dependency?

-How do these lines blur over time?  



ASAM Definition

Addiction is a primary, chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, 
memory and related circuitry. Dysfunction in these circuits leads to 
characteristic biological, psychological, social and spiritual 
manifestations. This is reflected in an individual pathologically pursuing 
reward and/or relief by substance use and other behaviors.

http://www.asam.org/for-the-public/definition-of-addiction



Cycle of Addiction 1. Binge/Intoxication (Basal Ganglia) - An individual 
consumes an intoxicating substance and 
experiences its rewarding or pleasurable effects

2. Withdrawal/Negative (Extended Amygdala) An 
individual experiences a negative physical and 
emotional state in the absence of the substance; 
and 

3. Preoccupation/ Anticipation (Prefrontal Cortex) -
One seeks substances again after a period of 
abstinence. 

This cycle becomes more severe as a person 
continues substance use and as it produces dramatic 
changes in brain function that
reduce a person’s ability to control his or her 
substance use.
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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of the Surgeon General, Facing Addiction in 
America: The Surgeon General’s Spotlight on Opioids. Washington, DC: HHS, September 2018. 



What is (Opioid) Addiction?
• We now use the term: “Opioid Substance Use Disorder”

• Mild, Moderate, Severe

• Fundamentally, ADDICTION is the following:

Compulsive Use Despite Harm

Rooted in the concept of “Salience”  That which is ‘important’

-Addiction  Related to self-medication, chemical coping, regulation of 
emotions.

-Physical Dependency  Drives tolerance and behavior that can look like 
Addiction and transforms into Addictive behavior. 



Date of download: 
10/22/2013

Copyright © American Psychiatric Association. All 
rights reserved.

From: DSM-5 Criteria for Substance Use Disorders: Recommendations and Rationale

Am J Psychiatry. 2013;170(8):834-851. doi:10.1176/appi.ajp.2013.12060782

2-3 = mild SUD, 4-5 = moderate SUD, >6 severe SUD



Addiction: Moderate to Severe Substance Use 
Disorder

• “A disease of Self-will.” Meaning there is a total loss of volitional 
control over behavior.  Dr. Nora Volkow, Director NIDA

• A total loss of self-determination

• Drug seeking and repetitive use becomes a conditioned response. 
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Addiction in clinical practice

• The 4 C’s

• Loss of Control

• Compulsive use

• Continued use despite harms

• Craving

Savage SR, et al. J Pain Symptom Manage. 2003;26:655-667. 



1. Est. 35% of patients on LTOT meet criteria for Opioid Use Disorder. 

2. 71% of claimants on LTOT > 3 months are not taking their 
medication as prescribed. 

3. Among “chronic pain population” with sample of 939,000 urine 
drug screens:
• 38% medication was absent
• 29% non-prescribed opioid medication
• 27% medication levels higher than prescribed 
• 11% illicit drugs 

How do patients Long Term Opioid Therapy 
behave?



Pain or Fear of Withdrawal?



Substance Use Disorder diagnosis is difficult in patients 
suffering from persistent pain who are on LTOT

• For the patient who uses illicit substances
• Procurement behaviors

• For the patient with pain – much more complex
• Continuous opioid therapy may prevent opioid seeking

• Memory of pain, pain relief and possibly also euphoria

• Even if the opioid seeking appears as seeking pain relief, it becomes an 
adaptation that is difficult to reverse

• It is hard to distinguish between drug seeking and relief seeking



“CONSUMED” by: Craving, Pain, Withdrawal, Mood/Anxiety C

“DISTRACTED”

PAIN ADDICTION

“DISTRACTED”

Desire for relief from pain
Avoidance of withdrawal
Mood change  Sad/Angry
Focus and concentration
Sleep disturbance from pain
Physical limitations
Side effects
Conflict  Resolution
Hyperalgesia

Desire to get high
Avoidance of withdrawal
Avoidance of “reality”
Desire to “feel normal” again
Boredom
Mood change
Sleep disturbance
Conflict  Resolution
Hyperalgesia



Complex Persistent Dependence

• Many on LTOT have:

• poor pain control

• functional decline

• psychiatric instability

• aberrancies and misuse

• issues may often worsen with opioid tapering

• A diagnostic distinction between dependence and addiction is nearly impossible in many 

patients on LTOT with the available criteria



CSAM by Stefan Kertesz, MD from University Alabama Birmingham/VA.

Complex Persistent Dependence
The grey area between simple dependence 
and addiction
• Escalating and labile opioid 

need  aberrant behaviors
• Desire to continue or increase the dose of 

LTOT, or inability to discontinue LTOT
• Worsening pain, function, affective 

symptoms and sleep disturbance
• Affective dynamism with escalating opioid 

need while maintained on LTOT
• Protracted withdrawal syndrome on 

opioid dose reduction or cessation



Role of Buprenorphine

•Buprenorphine:  Emerging as a helpful analgesic agent in patients with poorly controlled 
chronic pain with full agonist opioids

•Partial mu opioid agonist 
•Ceiling effect on side effects like sedation, constipation and hedonic properties
•No clinically-relevant ceiling effect on analgesia, is

•Associated with lower levels of dependency and comparatively higher levels of safety







VAST Chasm between NEED and ACCESS

Jones et. al. American Journal of Public Health, June 11th,2015 
Electronic Publication-Peer Reviewed. 

Jones et. al. American Journal of Public Health, June 11th,2015 
Electronic Publication-Peer Reviewed. 









Chronic Pain and Suicide Risk

• Many studies have linked chronic pain to a higher risk for fatal and 
nonfatal suicide attempts 

• The elevated rates of suicidal behaviors in persons with chronic pain 
reflect the direct and indirect ways chronic pain relates to suicidal 
thoughts, plans, and attempts.

• Pain-related interventions need to be supplemented with mental 
health treatment in persons with pain and depressive and anxiety-
related symptoms to foster hope and help address suicidal thoughts 
and plans.
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How do opioids factor in?

• On one hand, opioids are potentially lethal in higher quantities, and the 
suicide prevention literature has consistently demonstrated that access to 
lethal means can increase the risk for suicide

• On the other hand, opioids may reduce suffering in persons with chronic 
pain, and ongoing efforts to reduce higher-dose opioid prescribing might 
lead to an increase in suicide among those with pain

• Ilgen M. Pain, Opioids, and Suicide Mortality in the United States. Ann Intern Med. 2018;169:498–499. 
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Take Homes

• Chronic pain and LTOT change the brain profoundly

• Diagnosing OUD in patients who are on LTOT is challenging

• Keep taking care of patients even when (especially when) they misuse 
their opioids

• Explore reasons for aberrant behaviors (ie CPD, hyperalgesia, 
hyperkatifeia, psychiatric distress)



What you can do to combat the opioid epidemic 
and SAVE LIVES

• Get your DATA Waiver – SAMSHA website

• Diagnose and treat Opioid Use Disorder – MAT is live saving

• Prescribe Naloxone - Prevent overdose

• Diagnose and treat depression - Prevent suicide
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https://www.samhsa.gov/medication-assisted-treatment/training-resources/buprenorphine-physician-training


THANK YOU

• Brianna Sustersic, MD

• Brianna.Sustersic@CCConcern.org
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